ABSTRACT In this paper, the study on the digital elevation model (DEM) reconstruction using Gaofen-3 satellite repeat-pass synthetic aperture radar (SAR) interferometry is presented. The coherence of the single-look complex (SLC) images and residuals of interferogram provide a powerful guarantee for interferometric processing for Gaofen-3. Baseline estimation is the key factor to generate accurate DEM with SAR interferometry. This paper uses the coarse orbit data and the precise orbit data of Gaofen-3 to carry on the baseline estimation and uses the prior coarse DEM information to refine the baseline estimation. Then, the topographic height is reconstructed with more precise spatial baseline. An experiment is conducted to verify the conclusion, and some mountain and flatten region are chosen as the study area. The results show that the DEM errors based on the prior DEM method are rapidly converged compared with the ones based on the orbit data method. Therefore, benefiting from the precise orbit data of the Gaofen-3 satellite, the accuracy of the baseline estimation can be improved further by using the method based on prior DEM information; thus, higher accuracy of DEM can be achieved so that Gaofen-3 repeat-pass data have some good characteristics, such as high imaging quality, stable spatial baseline, and high correlation, which has a good repeat-pass SAR interferometry application prospect.
I. INTRODUCTION
Interferometric SAR (InSAR) is one of the most promising techniques of obtaining high resolution and accurate topographic digital elevation models (DEM) from space instruments. It is an extremely accurate measurement technique which implies the estimation of the phase difference between two or more radar images acquired from slightly different positions or at different times. Since the phase of a coherent radar system is recorded with an accuracy of a small fraction of the radar wavelength and is directly related to the range distance, it is possible to measure very small range distance differences between two radar images with a centimeter or even millimeter accuracy. Since DEM is the fundamental for a broad range of commercial and scientific applications. For example, many geosciences areas, like hydrology, glaciology, forestry, geology, oceanography, and land environment,
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Nan Wu. require precise and up-to-data information about the earth's surface and its topography [1] , [2] . As an effective earth observation means, InSAR has been developed rapidly in recent years.
The early InSAR systems were commonly designed using dual antennas mounted on aircraft system, such as NASA's TOPSAR [3] , [4] . The Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) launched in February 2000, carried dual antennas, acquired two SAR images simultaneously to produce DEM of the earth [5] . An X-band radar interferometer works with the C-band interferometer. The SRTM has a challenging goal to meet the requirement for a homogeneous and reliable DEM fulfilling the DTED-2 specification. The data acquired by Attitude and Orbit Determination Avionics (AODA) subsystem and radar system were combined to reconstruct the height information for topographic map generation. The C-band 90m DEM dataset from SRTM which covered 80% of the earth's land mass (between 60 • N and 56 • S) was freely accessible via the internet.
The TanDEM-X is the first spaceborne bistatic radar interferometer [6] . TanDEM-X was approved by the German government and was implemented in the framework of a public-private partnership (PPP) between the German Aerospace Center (DLR) and EADS Astrium Company. It consisted of radar satellites in a close formation flight with a typical baseline separation from 120m to a few kilometres. The primary objective of the TanDEM-X is to generate a consistent global DEM with a height accuracy of 2m and a posting of 12m. And the data acquisition of the global topography has been finished by 2014. Currently, 60% of the entire landmass have been already available. The results achieved so far are the performance for a global DEM with 2m height accuracy as expected. Repeat-pass Interferometry SAR system is simple and relatively low-cost compared with the spaceborne dual antenna InSAR system.
Most of the spaceborne systems such as ERS-1 and ERS-2, ENVISAT ASAR, Sentinel-1 [7] (European Space Agency,ESA), Radarsat-1/2 [8] of the Canadian Space Agency (CSA) and ALOS PALSAR, rely on single-antenna satellites that observe the same area from different orbits at different times. Therefore, the spacecraft must repeat the initial orbit to produce a second SAR image for interferometry. For spaceborne repeat-pass SAR interferometry, the height accuracy is much worse than that by the single-pass systems relying on the baseline decorrelation [9] , time decorrelation and orbit selection for adequate coverage. So far, the C-band spaceborne SAR systems in orbit are Radarsat-2, Sentine-1 and Gaofen-3.
Based on these satellite data, many researches on signal processing and application have been carried out. Since the accuracy of baseline parameters plays an important role in InSAR, many estimation algorithms of satellite baseline have been studied to improve the accuracy of the DEM. The typical algorithms are based on the satellite orbit state vector method, the external control points method and the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) method. The satellite orbit state vector method was restricted by the precision of the satellite orbit positioning [10] . The external control points method uses the ground control points (GCPs) with known elevation information and interferometric phase and combines the interferometric geometry to obtain the baseline parameters with high accuracy [11] , [12] . Based on the GCPs' method, many application researches have been carried out and proved to be effective [13] - [15] . Mike Seymour and Ian Cumming mentioned [16] , there are topographic Earth data of many regions which can be used for interferometric SAR processing. Therefore once a coarse or inaccurate DEM is available, it can also be helpful in several steps in the InSAR processing flow. Firstly, the coarse low-quality DEMs facilitate phase unwrapping by removing the low resolution topographic phase as much as possible. Secondly, the coarse DEM can also be used to calibrate the interferogram phase by providing a height template for a fitting process. Therefore, we develop a baseline estimation algorithm with more accuracy topography which uses low-quality DEM data.
Gaofen-3 is the first Chinese civil C-band synthetic aperture radar (SAR) launched on 10 August 2016 by the China Academy of Space Technology (CAST), which was in a polar-synchronous orbit of 755km altitude with a 29-day repeat cycle. Gaofen-3 operates in 12 imaging modes with a fine spatial resolution up to 1m [17] , [18] . After several months of in-orbit commissioning phase, Gaofen-3 SAR has now been in operation since January 2017. Gaofen-3 opens a new era in the Chinese space program, providing an effective facility for the research and development activities and associated techniques and technologies of high-resolution C-band SAR. As one of the 12 imaging modes, Fine Strip I (FSI) imaging mode was used to perform the first InSAR experiment. Benefiting from the high precision of the satellite attitude, orbit control and the system calibration, the acquired image pair of Gaofen-3 has high coherence and has the possibility of InSAR processing. In the Gaofen-3's InSAR missions on the February and April 2017 this paper studied, the Gaofen-3 satellite SAR imaging quality is good and stable [19] .
Since that ASAR having a low accuracy of precise orbit data and ALOS not having the precise orbit data, Gaofen-3 has precise orbit data in centimeter level and provides a solid fundamental for repeated-pass SAR interferometry.
In this paper, Gaofen-3's repeat-pass InSAR data is evaluated and analyzed. The quality analysis of high-resolution satellite data for InSAR application processing is performed, and a method using a priori DEM information is proposed to improve the accuracy of the interferometric baseline estimation and the accuracy of the elevation inversion product. Correspondingly, the accuracy of ground elevation inversion was greatly improved in the processing of repeat-pass interferometric data of Gaofen-3 SAR satellite. Based on this method, a calibration scheme can be designed to perform imaging processing on a specific area to obtain a high-precision interference product. The rest of this paper is organized as follow. Section II reviews the across-track interferometry for topographic mapping theory. In section III, the case of the Gaofen-3 interferometric SAR and its basic processing are presented. In section IV the processing on the selected region is introduced, and the results are discussed. Finally, conclusions are given in Section V.
II. METHODOLOGY
This section will provide a brief discussion of the interferometric radar theory and the baseline consideration. And the basic processing implement on repeat-pass interferometric SAR will be introduced.
A. THE LNTERFEROMETRIC SAR PRINCIPLE
Let us approximate the scattering object at the time by a surface describing the Earth topography. Across-track interferometry is a way to measure the look angle θ as a second coordinate and thus allows us to recover the point's location. Figure 1 depicts the scattering geometry [20] . In Figure 1 , h is the surface height, H is the altitude of sensors, B is the baseline distance, A 1 and A 2 are the sensors, P is the scatter on ground, r 1 and r 2 are the ranges between sensors to the point P on the surface, θ is the look angle, α is the angle of baseline with respect to the horizontal plane, λ is the wavelength. The interferometric phase is a sensitive measure for the range difference:
where ϕ is the interferometric phase, and can be simplified to the following:
The equation of the scatter height to phase difference in an InSAR image is given by
According to the above three equations, θ and h will be calculated. Uncertainties in each of the parameters r 1 , B, α, H, and ϕ will lead to uncertainties in the height inferred.
B. BASELINE AND AMBIGUITY HEIGHT [21] , [22] The separation of the flight paths is called baseline B, its component perpendicular to some look direction the effective baseline B⊥.
The critical effective baseline of a SAR across-track interferometry system is:
where RBW is the range signal bandwidth, f 0 is the working frequency. Obviously, the baseline requirement is more important for SAR interferometry processing.
Based on the first-order expansion, the height sensitivity of the interferometer is as follows.
The height of ambiguity z_2π = λ/2 · (r 1 · sinθ)/B⊥ resulting in a phase change of one fringe (2π), is used in place of ∂ϕ/∂z to characterize the sensitivity of the interferometer.
C. BASIC InSAR PROCESSING
In this section, we will outline some of the key aspects of the InSAR signal processing. The processing starts with reading the radar and navigation data from the hard disks and then determines the reference track. The procedure used for the generation of the interferometric products can be described as follows [4] :
Step 1: SAR image formation. The SAR raw data is processed with the Chirp Scaling (CS) algorithm.
Step 2: Coherence Image. Before the interferogram is generated, a precise coregistration step is performed. It is evaluated using the following equation:
where s 1 and s 2 are the complex image pair, and γ is the coherence coefficient.
Step 3: Interferogram formation. The interferogram is generated by multiplying the master image with the complex conjugate of the slave image.
Step 4: Baseline Estimation. The baseline is the distance between the sensors of orbit pair. Firstly, the orbit parameters are employed to implement the coarse baseline estimation. Then, iterative calculation based on the prior DEM knowledge is used to realize the precise baseline estimation.
Step 5: Flat-earth phase removal. The flat-earth phase is computed by measuring the dominant fringe frequency in the azimuth and range directions of the interferogram.
Step 6: Phase noise reduction. In order to reduce the phase noise and to facilitate the phase unwrapping, the interferogram is filtered using an averaging window, whose size is 5 pixels in range direction and 5 pixels in azimuth direction. After the filtering, the interferometric phase is determined by calculating the arctangent of the interferogram.
Step 7: Phase unwrapping. In order to obtain an accurate terrain elevation map, phase unwrapping and absolute phase reconstruction must be performed. The absolute phase value has to be recovered from the relative phase by adding 2π or an integer multiple of 2π. Phase unwrapping is operated with the weighted least-square method.
Step 8: Terrain elevation determination. In order to generate the height map, the theoretical relation between the interferometric phase ϕ and the terrain elevation h has to be established so that the measured phase values can be converted into real height values. In this step, the precise estimation of the baseline configuration is the main task of the phase-to-height conversion process.
III. FLAT EARTH REMOVAL AND BASELINE ESTIMATION APPROACH
Interferometric parameter errors can decrease the height accuracy. The baseline is the key factor in the SAR interferometry. Generally, the satellite orbit state vector, ground elevation control point or other information are employed to estimate the baseline parameter. The estimation error of VOLUME 7, 2019 interference baseline will lead to the so-called ''ramp'' effect in DEM data. The accurate baseline estimation proves to be of great significance for height measurement of InSAR system [23] , [24] . For the interferometric image pairs from repeated orbits, the commonly used methods of estimating interference parameters include ground control point method, flat ground method, orbital parameter method, and FFT method. In Gaofen-3 InSAR experiments, the precise orbit parameters and priori DEM knowledge are utilized to improve the baseline estimation accuracy.
A. ORBIT PARAMETERS BASED METHOD
The baseline is the distance between the two satellites, which is used to calculate the flat earth phase. If the finite system bandwidth is considered, a relative shift of the ground wavenumber spectrum depends on the baseline. If the spectrum is considered, the flat-earth effect makes the peak value of spectrum away of zero frequency, and cannot show the geometry directly. The interferogram after flat earth removal can show the topography intuitively. The employed flat earth removal method is based on the orbit parameters, and calculates the flat earth phase of each pixel by the two satellite geometry.
According to the principle of flat earth effect, we can obtain the coordinate values in a certain reference plane, then use the orbit parameters to calculate the corresponding satellite position of the two images. It can be calculated on the datum point to the two satellites distance difference, and get the ground phase of the corresponding datum point [25] .
In general, the processing steps of flat earth removal are as follow.
Step 1: Solve the main and auxiliary satellite orbit equation
where X, Y, Z represent the coordinates of satellite, t represents the imaging time. Through the XML file of SAR image, we can solve the equations, and obtain the value of a0∼a4, b0∼b4, c0∼c4.
Step 2: Solve the coordinate of ground point The coordinate of ground point in the geocentric coordinate system can be represented by the latitude and longitude of ground point. Using some known latitudes and longitudes from the XML file, we can calculate the latitudes and longitudes of all ground points.
Step 3: Solve the main and auxiliary coordinates corresponded to the ground point Due to the registration relationship, we can find the corresponding coordinate of the auxiliary satellite of the same ground point, then calculate the corresponding position coordinates of master and slave satellite.
Step 4: Solve the formula of flat earth phase and calculate the baseline In order to reduce the complexity of the calculation, we select six ground points to calculate the flat earth. By the least-square method, we can calculate the flat earth phase and the distance between the two satellites.
B. PRIOR DEM KNOWLEDGE BASED METHOD
As the baseline accuracy obtained from the data of the precise is not find enough, it is difficulty to satisfy high-precision interference processing. However, the baseline estimation based on the interferometric phase can compensate the errors caused by the track deviation. The classical method is fit for areas with consistent terrain changes. Usually, the actual terrain changes are complex and irregular, and this method cannot meet the actual needs. This paper proposes a method for estimating interfering baselines in repeated-pass by using a prior DEM to correct data errors from the precise orbit based baseline estimation. This method uses the globally public data source of SRTM as a reference map to modify the ground elevation results retrieved from satellite precision orbit data, and greatly improves the ground level inversion accuracy [15] , [16] . The processing steps are as follow:
(1) Accurate registration of the two single-vision complex images obtained from the repeated orbits to obtain the interferometric phase map, and apply the registration results to the two orbits.
(2) Calculate the relative position between the two orbits by using the orbits data after accurate alignment, and obtain the two parameters of baseline length B and baseline inclination angle α; (3) Define an image as the main image, and determine the plane geometric relationship between the satellite position of the main image, the baseline vector, and the ground target point. Perform the interference flat phase removal, noise reduction filtering, and phase unwrapping steps to solve the interference absolute phase _ter; (4) Intercept the corresponding area SRTM reference DEM map, using the plane geometry in step (3), make a reference DEM reference phase map _ref; (5) Difference between _ref and ter, assuming that the blur height is fixed, this difference is introduced by the baseline estimation error, so the solution is B; (6) Update B' = B + B and repeat steps (3) (4) (5) until the error of ter gets into the tolerance | | = | _ter-_ref | ≤ σ _min; (7) Using the _ter inversion to obtain ground elevation h. Based on this method, a corresponding calibration scheme can be subsequently designed to perform imaging processing on a specific area to obtain a high-precision interference product. Figure 2 depicts the baseline estimation block diagram of processing steps.
IV. GAOFEN-3'S InSAR PROCESSING AND RESULTS DISCUSSION
Repeat-pass SAR interferometry introduces some limitations including decorrelation of the interferometric pair, baseline uncertainty and variation, atmospheric artifacts and orbit selection for adequate coverage. The correlation of interferometric SAR echoes is a fundamental indicator of the InSAR measurements. The following is the result of an interferometric treatment test conducted on the Gaofen-3 satellite data of two repeat-passed orbits.
A. STUDY AREA
The first experiment for Gaofen-3 SAR interferometry was arranged in February and April, 2017. The temporal separations were 29 days (see Table 1 ). At the site, the coherence requirements are satisfied, resulting in generating the high quality interferograms. The test cases sites are selected in Yuqiao Lake, Tianjin. The region center position is (40 • 04'N, 117 • 27'E). Shown as Figure 3 [26] .
The Yuqiao Lake is located in Jixian County, Tianjin, which is to the northeast of Beijing. It is one of the major large reservoirs in China. The north of the reservoir is surrounded by gentle mountains. There are terrain, farmland and dam around the reservoir. Therefore, this point is selected as an experimental site to analyze the performance of the InSAR mode of Gaofen-3. The position relationship of the two repeat orbits is shown in Figure 4 (a). The estimated baselines by coarse and precision orbit data are shown in Figure 4(b) , from which we can see that it produces residual baseline error of the order of 1m. This error term is usually as large as not acceptable. It should be reduced further by inference of the known points in the scene.
B. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
Interferometric fringe quality is constrained by the mutual coherence of the two single look complex (SLC) SAR data sets. Several requirements must be satisfied in order to VOLUME 7, 2019 achieve high accuracy of InSAR measurement. The correlation and residual are under consideration in the experiments.
Two types of typical topography in the mountainous and plane areas were selected for the interference treatment test. In this section the spatial baseline is calculated using the orbital data corresponding to the interference data, which depends on the GPS receiver mounted on the satellite. The baseline of the local area estimated using the selected regional orbits is shown in Figure 5 . The capability of Gaofen-3 SAR for interferometric applications is demonstrated bellow.
(1) Mountain Area The small flat terrain is selected for data processing according to typical interference processing methods. After the accurate image registration, the correlation coefficients of the two SLCs are shown in Figure 6 (a). The interference fringe performed with flat-earth removal and filter processing is shown in Figure 6 (b), and it shows a good result.
(2)Flatland Area The same processing steps are applied to flat areas. The selected flat land is farmland, and its results are shown in Figure 7 . The length of the baseline obtained from the corresponding coarse orbit and precise orbit data are shown in Figure5(b) .
Compared with the interference fringes in the mountain area as Figure 6 (b) and in the flat area Figure7 (b), there is a significant error in the stripe which will lead to the inaccurate introduction of the ramp effect by the baseline estimate. In the processing of mountain data, this error is superimposed with the terrain, but it is not obvious from the figure while it appears obviously in the flat area. This raises new requirements for data post-processing, e.g. more accurate baseline estimations are required to ensure the accuracy 53230 VOLUME 7, 2019 of interferometric measurements. Certainly, the further optimization may be applied to acquire higher DEM accuracy using the prior DEM-assisted estimation method. (3) Results and Discussion Correlation of interferometric SAR echoes is a fundamental indicator in InSAR measurements. The calculation of the correlation coefficient is given in section 2.2. Moreover, the residual is another important measure. The phase differences of adjacent samples are likely to be [−π, π]. The error of phase gradient estimate consists of isolated vectors whose components are non-zero integer multiples of 2π whenever the true phase differences exceed 2π. These are terrain undersampling and noise. Figure 8 shows how the location of a residue is related to phase gradient estimation errors.
The phase gradient seems disturbing contributions from the wrapping operator. The figure of residues in an interferogram will increase with phase noise. With the increase of residues, the coherence will be worse. The residues directly affect the effect of the phase unwrapping. The residual points of the data of this study can be reduced to less than 1% after filtering, and can be successfully expanded by the least squares phase method.
The particular values of the coherence and residual related imaging parameters are listed in Table 2 . The values of the coherence for the mountain region and flatland region are 0.56 and 0.64. This provides a powerful guarantee for the interferential processing of Gaofen-3.
C. COMPARISON OF PRECISE ORBIT AND COARSE ORBIT
The accurate determination of baseline proves to be of great significance for height measurement of the repeat-pass InSAR. In Gaofen-3 mission, the designed value of absolute positioning accuracy of orbit is 10 centimeters [17] . The Kalman filtering method is used to process the dual-frequency differential GPS carrier phase when measuring the orbit relative position. The accuracy of GPS data is closely related to the GPS antenna phase center. The GPS antenna phase center will change following the different incident angle of the GPS signal.
Interferential baseline acquisition process is through the accurate determination of the orbital position [27] , and then VOLUME 7, 2019 the device center point is converted to the antenna phase center, and then the position vector between the antenna phase center is acquired through the process of registration, interpolation, and so on. This process is closely related to the accuracy of satellite orbit data, satellite attitude data and antenna phase center information. In general, because of the orbit positioning errors, the accuracy of the calculated baseline parameters cannot meet the accuracy requirements of the interferometric SAR.
This section gives an application example of ground elevation inversion using the baseline estimated from the coarse orbit and precise orbit data. The small image of the test flatland area is studied. The image is divided into blocks and the DEM elevation deviation statistics is as follow.
According to the processing steps of section 2.2, the coarse orbit data and the precise orbit data are used to calculate the space baseline respectively. The mountain area block and the DEM error are shown in Figure 9 . The flat area block and the DEM error are shown in Figure 10 .
From the processing results of coarse orbit and precise orbit data, the errors of the interferometric height measurement are large. It is consistent with the accuracy of the baseline sensitivity analysis of the elevation accuracy. Therefore, it can be concluded that the baseline estimation error will deteriorate the elevation inversion accuracy.
The accuracy of the selected coarse orbit data is in the magnitude of meters, and the precision of the precise orbit data afterward is in the magnitude of centimeter. From the distribution for mean-square value of elevation errors in Figure 9 and Figure 10 , it shows that the accuracy of data processing based on the precise orbit is better than that based on the coarse orbit data. The accuracy has been greatly improved, but is still not high enough for application.
The major error is contributed by the slope topography error which is introduced by the baseline estimation error. The following study is trying to eliminate this error and aims to remove the ''ramp'' effect in the interferogram.
D. PRECISE BASELINE ESTIMATION AND VALIDITY BASED ON PRIOR DEM
The baseline estimation accuracy for orbital data cannot meet the demand for high-precision interferometry. Using the method proposed in this paper, the low-precision DEM-assisted interferometric baseline estimation is used to estimate the modified the interferometric spatial geometry, and reduce the interferometric phase error. The test area is 8192 * 10240 (azimuth * distance of about 30km * 40km) in the selected area as shown in Figure 11 .
The SRTM DEM (90m Grid Accuracy) is taken as a reference DEM, which is shown as Figure 12 . Taking the processing steps in section 3.2. At first, an initial baseline estimation based on the refined orbit data can be obtained, shown as red line of Figure 13 .
Secondly, Using the initial baseline for flat-earth removal processing and performing phase unwrapping, then an initial terrain phase will be obtained. Meanwhile the referenced DEM is converted to reference phase with the geometry of initial orbit. Thirdly, minus the initial phase and the reference phase, the result is used to refine the baseline estimation.
By iterative processing of above two steps, the baseline estimation is getting corrected rapidly. At last the residual phase error is eliminated. The refined baseline estimation is shown as the blue line of Figure 13 .
The interferogram obtained before and after the baseline correction are shown in Figure 14 (before baseline calibration) and Figure 15 (after baseline calibration) .
Then the phase-to-height conversion is performed on the corrected interferogram, which is shown as Figure 16 . By analyzing the block statistics of the DEM, the comparison of DEM error statistics histogram based on the two methods is shown in Figure 17 (by orbit method) and Figure 18 (by prior DEM assist method).
The results show that, the DEM error based on prior DEM method is rapidly converged to less than 15 meters. The DEM errors are mostly located in the range of [−15, 15] which is obvious better than the ones based on orbit data. The rootmean-square (rms) of height in the scene is 280.8m even for use of precise orbit data of Gaofen-3. While the rms. of the height is 23.5m for the whole scene after baseline corrected, so the accuracy is greatly improved.
In our study, we take single look processing. If we implement multilook (N = 4, 8, 16, etc) processing, the errors of reconstructed DEM will be further decreased rapidly.
If take more accuracy of DEM as reference, the result will be better. For example, TanDEM-X or Lidar have higher resolution and higher precision DEM, and the grid spacing is denser. By referencing above data, the elevation accuracy is higher and the accuracy of the final DEM reconstruction data is better.
Therefore, the precise processing using prior assist DEM is of great significance for the promotion of Gaofen-3's repeat-pass InSAR applications. Based on the method mentioned in this paper, a corresponding calibration scheme can be designed subsequently to perform imaging processing on a specific area and achieve high-precision interferometry products. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper introduces the experiment of the Gaofen-3 repeat-pass SAR interferometry. Based on the coarse orbit, precise orbit, and prior DEM methods respectively, the baseline estimation was performed to the processing of DEM reconstruction. The test results show that, benefit from the precise orbit information of the Gaofen-3 satellite, the accuracy of the baseline estimation can be improved further by using prior DEM information, thus higher accuracy of DEM can be achieved. The experiment shows that the application data of Gaofen-3 is promising to being well extended into applications, and the test results provides some good reference for the design improvement of the latter Gaofen-3 satellites. Gaofen-3 opens a new era in the Chinese space program, providing a major push for the research and development activities and associated techniques and technologies of high-resolution C-band SAR.
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